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W.J. Evans pulls you into the unstable world of finance where danger lurks around every corner



“Dead Deal” delivers thrills as it delves into the mystery surrounding 3 dead bankers ATLANTA – In a time of uncertainty after the financial crisis of 2008, three bankers have been found murdered. The FBI starts closing in on a lead suspect -- a real estate broker with negative ties to all of the victims. W.J. Evans’ exciting new novel, “Dead Deal,” is a sexy thriller filled with twists and suspense. Chaos rules in the days after the financial meltdown, and danger lurks around every corner for real estate broker Frank McCormick. When FBI agent Julia Harrow starts to track down leads on the dead bankers and hones in on Frank as a suspect, they begin to circle each other warily. As they continue to investigate, they uncover a criminal operation spanning the globe, and it puts them in more extreme danger than they could have ever imagined. Evans’ sharp writing and fascinating characters will pull you in and keep you reading until the last page. W.J. Evans is involved in various business interests including commercial real estate development, hotels and restaurants based in Atlanta, Georgia. He co founded the 50in50 in 2008, raising awareness for cancer by playing 50 golf courses in 50 days in all 50 states. Along with writing, in his spare time he enjoys golf trips, world travel and creating new projects for worthy causes.
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About “Dead Deal”



Three dead bankers. Three dead ends. W.J. Evans takes readers on a journey filled with green and retribution as FBI Agent Julia Harrow works to discover the connection between the three cases. But when “the coldest, most attractive woman to ever work for the Bureau” starts to suspect real estate developer Frank McCormick, things become infinitely more complex. Will he help her solve the case or end up killing her? As they work their way through the maze of twists and turns, Frank and Julia uncover an international criminal operation that put them both at risk for elimination. Set in and unstable financial world after the stock market crash of 2008, Evans takes you on a sexy, exciting ride that you won’t soon forget.



“Dead Deal”



W.J. Evans | Sept. 21, 2017 Paperback | 978-0-9992924-0-2 | $13.99 E-book | 978-0-9992924-1-9 | $5.99 Financial thriller | Suspense www.JKSCommunications.com | 237 Old Hickory Blvd., Suite 201, Nashville, TN 37221 Ellen Whitfield | (225) 281-6790 | [email protected]



An Interview with



W.J. Evans



1. Do you remember the moment when you decided to write this book? Yes, I was playing golf in Ireland a few years ago and came up with the crazy idea to start this project during the trip. 2. What makes the financial world the perfect setting for a thriller? There are so many real life stories from the corruption and greed, it will always be a fertile ground for subject matter. The story is historical fiction based on the actual financial crisis beginning in 2008. 3. “Dead Deal” has a lot of complex characters. Are any of them based on real people ? I made it a point to create these characters from scratch, not from real people. People are complex in nature based upon so many factors. It’s a fun challenge to create characters for a story like this. 4. How did your success in the business world influence your book? So much of my business is project based.  As with any project, it takes focus and determination to complete. A few of my developments did have an influence on the main characters’ success, and failure in the commercial real estate business. 5. How do you think your approach to the thriller genre differs from other writers? Every writer’s approach and style is different. My goal is to keep it interesting and entertaining. I think in this case, unlike some of the other writers, I had first-hand experience with the financial meltdown and the collateral human damage it caused. 6. What’s the best advice you got when you started writing? Focus on character development. Don’t get too technical with the subject matter….I know that my eyes glaze over with information overload from some writers. Keep the chapters short so the book has a nice flow. 7. How did you put yourself in the mindset of a female FBI agent? That wasn’t an easy task. Probably the most challenging of all the characters. Even though she is a specially trained FBI agent, she is still a human being with wants and needs like all of us. She has been shaped by her life experiences and that makes her who she is.
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8. The ending of the book is open-ended. Will we see these characters again? Yes, there will be a sequel and some of the characters will be reappearing. People got invested emotionally with these characters and I don’t intend to let them down.
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2 juin 2015 - Valiantly, Ayoub fights to win Laura's heart, but before he can be a ... VICE Media we work with young creatives and help them tell their cutting ...
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Starting from Booty Bass and Ghetto tech, his first main style, Raziek loves going further, adding Rap, House ... Its mainly club music, in no particular genre.
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lived in the Canadian High Commission in New Delhi, where her mother ... PHOTOJOURNALISM OF DILIP MEHTA, co produced by CBC and Channel 4, UK.
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If yesterday, Madben was considered as a rising new talent of techno (by Trax Magazine), he is nowadays the worthy inheritor of Laurent Garnier or Agoria and.Missing:
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Noomiz: http://www.noomiz.com/bonnieli. Myspace: http://www.myspace.com/bonnieli. Souncloud: http://soundcloud.com/bonnieli. Instagram: http://www.instagram.com/bonnieli_. V I D E O C L I P https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j1HV0rtKP7A. T E A S E R htt
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leads her 'Passengers', on board Air BONNIE LI. Flight. Laureate of numoureous music contests, the captivating Bonnie Li is one of the latests find to follow with ...
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21 nov. 2017 - électronique, la détection automatique et le suivi de cibles. FusionSight® détecte l'invisible de jour comme de nuit. Finaliste aux .... Équipements de laboratoire : préparation des échantillons, échantillonneurs d'air, microscope numé
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Production Company. WildBear ... Phone: +61 (0) 7 3891 7779. Web: http://www.widlbear.tv. Veronica Fury - Producer ..... Melbourne based TVC production house, James 'Jimi Woo' Portanier has used his steady .... Equipment Hire Stray Angel Films, Los A
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Oct 15, 2009 - providing more adapted business solutions thanks to Oxatis Open .... hosting, secure payment, order management, domain names, and.
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the remote seaside town where his sister, Olivia (Kathryn MacLellan, Wilby Wonderful, Whole New ... â€œAs you write,â€� says Camelia, â€œthere are certain things that.
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25 oct. 2012 - Coordination vie Ã©tudiante : LaurÃ¨ne Petitfour. Ont contribuÃ© Ã  ce numÃ©ro: E.de Roodenbeke,. M. Goujon, M. Arouri, S. J.Choumert, P.Combes-.
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The family currently resides between Austin, North. Carolina and ... The son of a Korean National and a Mexican American, John .... transportation coordinator.
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Bol d'Or Mirabaud, le prototype Ã  foils de Thomas Jundt - le. Mirabaud LX, la Swiss Sailing Night ou encore le World Yacht. Racing Forum. Dans notre mÃ©tier de ...










 








Dominique Wavre Mirabaud - Press Kit 

Mirabaud est impliquÃ© dans la voile de compÃ©tition depuis de nombreuses annÃ©es, notamment par l'intermÃ©diaire du Bol d'Or Mirabaud, du prototype Ã  foils de ...
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Dominique Wavre Mirabaud - Press Kit 

Né à Genève d'un père ingénieur et d'une mère championne suisse de tennis ..... maritime du commerce du café entre la France et l'Amérique du Sud. Tandis ...
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Graham Ashmore. Angela La Muse. Kimmi Melnychuk. Charlotte Rampling ... Paul Ahmarani. Judith Baribeau. Victoria Diamond. Mistaya Hemingway. Mathilda ...
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25 oct. 2012 - and individual migration decisionsâ€�, Simone BERTOLI, ..... Elle augmenterait donc la croissance potentielle de humain, dotations en ressources ...
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physique et application des maths au mois .... physique et application de maths et j'ai ... coque Ã  bouchains vifs munie d'une quille Ã  bulbe. il a Ã©tÃ© remplacÃ©.
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Without further warning he pulls out his penis and pokes it on her thigh. Not knowing what else to do ... Q: Please provide background about what lured you to become a filmmaker. As a teenager I ..... Dialect Consultant. Catering. Assistants.
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Atelier E02 â€“ 2 rue Denfert Rochereau 93200 Saint-Denis France. Office : +33 9 53 51 04 23 / Mobil : +33 6 08 31 85 49 / email : [email protected] ...
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